Money Counts

Complete the three steps to earn your Money Counts Badge.

1. **Understand different kinds of coins**: Join Jessica to learn all about different types of coins and play an interactive money counting game!

2. **Know more about paper money**: Challenge yourself to make your very own paper money. Make sure you have $1s, $5s, $10s, and $20s.

   You will need the following materials: construction paper, markers, crayons, and scissors.

3. **Find out the cost of fun**: When you are all done, follow along [here](#) to practice your money counting skills and learn the cost of fun.

   Materials needed: muffin tin, muffin/cupcake cups, paper money, coins (ask a grown up or use your piggybank collection)

   Step 1: Write amounts of money on the bottom of the cupcake liners. The amounts of money can represent the cost of toys or fun things to do.

   For example:

   $.50 cents = one cookie

   $5.00= a ticket to the movies

   $.75 cents= three gumballs
Step 2: Daisies will practice filling the cups with the correct amount of money using their paper bills and coins.